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We study the apaity, i.e., the number of ustomers per ell, and the quality of ser-

vie for streaming video in the uplink diretion of a ellular Code Division Multiple

Aess (CDMA){based wireless system. We advoate the use of TCP as the transport

layer protool for streaming video in a Multi{Code CDMA (MC{CDMA) wireless sys-

tem. Our approah is to stabilize the TCP{throughput for video transmissions over

the wireless links by employing a reently developed SimultaneousMAC Paket Trans-

mission (SMPT ) approah. Our extensive simulations indiate that employing SMPT

signi�antly improves both the video quality and the apaity when streaming video over

TCP.
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1 Introdution

Market researh �nds that mobile ommere for 3G wireless systems and beyond will be dominated

by basi human ommuniation suh as messaging, voie, and video ommuniation [1℄. Beause of

its typially large bandwidth requirements, video ommuniation (as opposed to the lower rate voie

and the elasti e{mail traÆ) is expeted to emerge as the dominant type of traÆ in 3G/4G wireless

systems [2℄. Video servies are typially divided into real{time servies (e.g., video onferening) and

streaming (e.g., web{based streaming of a news lip or the video feed from a surveillane amera).

Our fous in this paper is on video streaming where the lient may tolerate a small start{up delay

before the playout ommenes. Video streaming shemes typially rely on the User Datagram

Protool (UDP) as the transport protool. As streamed video appliations beome more popular,

the Internet will beome dominated by UDP streams. UDP streams, however, an lead to instability

in the Internet. This is beause UDP streams are not responsive to network ongestion, as opposed

to Transport Control Protool (TCP) streams [3, 4℄. With the explosive growth of multimedia

appliations, UDP{based multimedia streams have the potential to ause two major problems in

the Internet: 1.) ongestion ollapse and 2.) unfair alloation of bandwidth among ompeting traÆ

ows [5℄. Therefore, TCP friendly video streaming shemes are desirable. Jaobs and Eleftheriadis

[6℄ introdued a TCP friendly approah for streamed video. In ontrast, in this paper we advoate

to use diretly TCP as the transport protool for video streaming. Besides ensuring the stability of
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the Internet and ahieving fair bandwidth alloation, TCP has a number of important advantages.

First, TCP is reliable and ensures the lossless transport of the video stream. This is important for

video streams that do not tolerate errors or error propagation, suh as surveillane video. Another

advantage of TCP is that it ensures the in{order delivery of the video frames. We also note that

there are a number of drawbaks to using TCP as the transport protool for video streaming. First,

TCP does not support multiast. Seondly, TCP's slow start mehanism and its Automati Repeat

ReQuest (ARQ) based reovery from paket losses may interfere with the timely delivery of the

video frames. Essentially, TCP trades o� inreased delay for lossless transport servie. As is well

known, using TCP as the transport protool in wireless environments leads to the well doumented

performane problems of TCP over wireless links. Our approah is to employ Multi{Code CDMA

(MC{CDMA) in ombination with a reently developed Simultaneous MAC Paket Transmission

(SMPT ) sheme [7, 8, 9℄ to stabilize the data link throughput by reduing losses and delay variations.

We demonstrate in this paper that by using SMPT at the link layer we an mitigate the interferene

of TCP's slow start and ARQ mehanisms with the timely delivery of the video frames. Our fous

in this paper is on the streaming of rate ontrolled enoded video in the uplink diretion in a ellular

wireless system, i.e., from wireless lients to a entral base station. We fous on a reliable video

streaming servie that does not skip frames but instead suspends the playout at the reeiver when

the video onsumption (temporarily) exeeds the video delivery. We provide extensive simulation

results that demonstrate that our approah of ombining SMPT at the data link layer and TCP at

the transport layer supports video streaming in an eÆient manner.

Related Work on Streaming Video over Wireless Links

The problem of eÆient video streaming over wireless links has attrated a great deal of attention

reently. Several works, see for instane [10, 11, 12℄ attempt to improve the video quality by

employing adaptive video oding shemes. The basi assumptions shared by all mentioned works are

that the traÆ soure is based on H.263 enoded video, real time servies are applied, and the wireless

link is modeled with a two state Markov-Chain. To bound the time delay within an aeptable

range for real-time video servies the allowed maximum number of retransmission attempts are

limited. In [10℄ it is further assumed that CDMA is applied as the air interfae tehnology. Other

works employ hybrid error orretion, see for instane [13℄, to make the video transmission more

robust. We have reently developed a prefething protool for video streaming, whih shedules

the transmissions aording to a Join{the{Shortest{Queue (JSQ) poliy and the urrent hannel

onditions [14℄. While the approahes pursued in this literature have made signi�ant progress

towards improving the eÆieny of video streaming over wireless links, the issue of TCP friendliness

has reeived very little attention. In fat, the proposed approahes rely largely on UDP as the

transport protool and typially have no mehanism to ensure TCP friendliness. In this paper we

propose a video streaming sheme that uses TCP as the transport protool and is therefore by default

TCP friendly. We also demonstrate that our sheme has favorable performane harateristis.

Simultaneous MAC Paket Transmission

Due to the variation on the wireless link, the throughput beomes unstable, e:g: varies over time.

With Send and Wait, the simplest ARQ mehanism, as it is disussed in [15℄ and illustrated in

Figure 1 eah erroneous MAC paket is retransmitted. The subsequent pakets in the transmission

queue have to wait until the orrupted paket has been transmitted suessfully. In our example

paket number four an be transmitted at time slot 10 for the �rst time. Even the subsequent pakets
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are inuened by the retransmission proess of paket number three. Due to retransmissions, the

delay{jitter for a single MAC paket as well as for segments (e:g: TCP segment) of higher protool

layers inreases.

The SMPT approah uses multiple hannels to overome the variations on the wireless link. One

SMPT transmission mode alled Slow Healing [9℄ is presented in Figure 2. After the error burst

pakets are transmitted via multiple hannels. After eah suessful usage of parallel hannels one

more hannel is added until the inuened jitter is healed. In omparison with Figure 1 we see

that a higher protool segment onsisting out of 12 MAC pakets is transmitted within 18 time slot

using the sequential transmission and 12 time slots using the SMPT mehanism. The sequential

approah would have used also 12 time slots if no error would have been ourred on the wireless

link. Therefore for the higher protool layers suh as TCP the variation on the wireless link is not

notieable anymore if SMPT is applied.
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Figure 1: Sequential transmission mode with

ARQ retransmissions in the time do-
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Figure 2: SMPT transmission mode with ARQ

retransmissions in the ode domain.

On the other hand we have to mention that multiple hannels are used by theWireless Terminal

(WT ) at it's own disretion. To avoid overwhelming signaling among the Base Station (BS ) and

the Wireless Terminals (WTs) we use Pseudo{Noise (PN ) sequenes. This means that by using

additional hannels we have an impat on the performane of all other WT whih are ative in the

ell. The question is how this will inuene the apaity of the ell.

2 TCP over wireless

Typially, TCP is used in wired ommuniation systems with very small errors probabilities. The

error harateristis of wireless hannels, however, di�er signi�antly from that of wired hannels.

Therefore, TCP gives very poor performane if it is diretly applied to a wireless ommuniation

system. Wired hannel are haraterized by minisule paket loss probabilities and randomly spaed

errors. In ontrast, wireless hannels are haraterized by time{varying paket loss probabilities

that are generally muh larger than for wired hannels. Also, the errors are typially bursty on

wireless hannels [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21℄. Moreover, wireless hannels are distint and time{varying

between the Wireless Terminals (WTs), that is, the wireless link errors are loation{dependent.

The variability of the wireless hannel quality is due to the mobility of the WTs, fading e�ets,

interferene from other WTs, and shadowing. All of these e�ets degrade the hannel performane

signi�antly and have a signi�ant impat on higher protool layers. Numerous studies have found

that TCP supports wireless Internet aess only very ineÆiently [17, 19, 20℄. The key problems

is that wireless hannel errors lead to frequent expirations of the TCP retransmission timer, whih
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are interpreted as ongestion by TCP. In [7, 9℄ a SMPT sheme for stabilizing the data link layer

throughput over the wireless hannel was introdued and studied for elasti data traÆ. The SMPT

approah is based on MC{CDMA. We now give a brief disussion of the impat of wireless link

error on the TCP performane for elasti traÆ. We show the performane gain that an be

ahieved with SMPT as ompared to a sequential transmission, we refer the interested reader to

[7, 9℄ for a detailed study. For illustration we onsider the TCP performane over a wireless link for

Single{Code CDMA (SC{CDMA) and MC{CDMA systems. For the SC{CDMA system we employ

sequential transmission, while SMPT is employed in theMulti{Code CDMA (MC{CDMA) system.

We onsider one WT that is transmitting data to the base station using a File Transfer Protool

(FTP) appliation (note that in order to show the impat on TCP, FTP is the appropriate traÆ

soure) withoutMultiple Aess Interferene (MAI ) interferene, onsidering only a stati hannel

error. The most important parameter for FTP appliations is the TCP throughput. In Figure 3 we

plot the sequene number over the time

1

for the SMPT and the sequential transmission approahes

for three di�erent Paket Error Probability (PEP). While the sequential approah gives smaller

TCP throughput as the PEP inreases, the SMPT approah is stable over a wide range of the PEP

(10

�6

up to 10

�2

). There are two reasons for the inrease in TCP throughput when using SMPT.

Primarily, the SMPT approah o�ers more bandwidth than the sequential ase. The seond reason

is that spurious retransmission of TCP segments an be avoided. These spurious retransmission

takes plae every time the Congestion Window (CW ) shrinks down. We observe further that for

the SMPT approah the sequene number inreases steadily. For the sequential ase we notie some

ollapse of the sequene number. This indiates that the SMPT approah has a stabilizing e�et

on the wireless link. SMPT stabilizes the throughput by overoming the fast-time sale variations

(typially on the order of tens of milliseonds) of the wireless hannel. This is important sine video

enoders an only reat to the available hannel bandwidth on a longer time-sale (typially on the

order of hundreds of milliseonds or seonds).
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Figure 3: TCP sequene number versus time for

di�erent error probabilities
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Figure 4: TCP ongestion window size versus

time for di�erent paket error proba-

bilities

Figure 4 shows the CW size over time for the SMPT and sequential transmission approahes for

three di�erent paket error probabilities. In this example we observe that the SMPT approah |

in ontrast to the sequential transmission approah | never shrinks its CW. With a small PEP the

ongestion window is quite large for the sequential transmission. However, an inreased PEP auses

1

The TCP throughput is de�ned as the time derivative of the sequene numbers.
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the CW to shrink more often in the ase of sequential transmission. The CW behavior of SMPT

one more illustrates the stabilization of the throughput on the wireless link. The TCP segments

are always transmitted within the pre{alulated Retransmission Time Out (RTO) when SMPT

is employed. For this illustrative example we assumed a non{responsive environment, i:e: that the

bakground noise and therefore the BEP are onstant, irrespetive of how many hannels are used.

Using SMPT in the uplink fores the usage of Pseudo{Noise (PN ) spreading sequenes [7, 8, 9℄.

Due to the PN sequenes the MAI inreases if more hannels are used within the ell. Heneforth,

we assume an all{responsive environment, i:e: all ative hannels have an impat on eah other.

3 Simulation Model and Senario

In this paper we fous on the streaming of video over the wireless links in a single ell of a ellular

wireless system. We onsider the uplink streaming of rate ontrolled H.263 enoded video from

J WTs to the base station. (We note that the streaming in the uplink diretion is a partiular

hallenge, as the WTs at in an independent, unoordinated fashion; unlike the ase of downlink

streaming where the base station an oordinate the transmissions.) The base station ats as a

reeiver

2

. At the reeiver side (i.e., base station) we assume a play{out bu�er. In the simulations

eah WT randomly selets one out of 25 video sequenes, whih are obtained from [22℄ inluding

sport, movie, and news video sequenes. Also, eah WT selets an independent random starting

phase into the seleted trae to ensure the statistial independene of the transported video streams.

TheWT ommenes the video streaming by �lling the reeiver{side play{out bu�er to a pre{spei�ed

o�set value �

o�

(in units of time). The reeiver side appliation starts to play out the video one

the play{out bu�er reahes the o�set value. Under normal irumstanes, for every frame period

(whih is typially an integer multiple of 40mse for H.263 enoded video [22℄) the reeiver removes

a frame from the play{out bu�er, deodes it, and displays it. If at any of these epohs there is no

omplete video frame in the play{out bu�er, the reeiver experienes playbak starvation, whih we

refer to a bu�er underrun. When a bu�er underrun ours the reeiver temporarily suspends the

play{out of the video. The reeiver waits until the play{out bu�er is �lled to the o�set value, and

then resumes the play out of the video. The average interruption time as well as the bu�er underrun

rate 
 depend on the o�set value. While the interruption time an be approximately alulated

with

InterruptionT ime =

offset � MeanFrameLength

PhyLinkRate � FrameSpaing

; (1)

the bu�er underrun rate 
 has to be evaluated by simulations. Note that no video frames are

skipped when a bu�er underrun ours. This makes this reliable video streaming sheme well suited

for appliations that an tolerate short pauses in the video playbak, but do not tolerate any loss of

video frames, suh as the video feed from a wireless surveillane amera. The duration of the bu�er

underrun (i.e., the suspension of the video playbak depends on the bit rate of the video and the

throughput of the TCP transport protool at that partiular instant).

The wireless hannel is modeled as a two state Markov hain with a good and a bad state, where

no ommuniation is possible in the bad state. The Bit Error Probability (BEP) in the good state

depends on the total number of ative hannels. We use the Improved{Gaussian{Approximation

2

As long as the wireless hop is the ritial path we assume that the video streams are onsumed within the base

station. We note that the bandwidth of the bak bones are normally that high, that all videos an be delivered to

other terminals within the wired network in a timely fashion.
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(derived by Holtzman [23℄ and applied in [24℄) to alulate the BEP. As in [10℄ a Bose{Chaudhuri{

Hoquenghem (BCH ) FEC ode is used and gives the Paket ErrorProbability (PEP) as a funtion

of the number of ative hannels. All parameters used in the simulation are summarized in Table 1.

At the data link layer we study two transmission approahes: (1) sequential transmission based on a

SC{CDMA system with single and doubled bit rate, and (2) SMPT whih is based on a MC{CDMA

system. In our performane evaluation we study primarily the bu�er underrun rate 
 (in bu�er

underruns per seond) and the average time between bu�er underruns T




(in seonds). For higher

values of T




and lower values of 
 the systems performs better. We also investigate the inter{ell

and intra{ell interferene.

Table 1: Simulation Parameters for TCP-based video streaming

Employment Parameter Value

Senario number of Wireless Terminals J 1 { 26

Appliation Type Video

Enoder H.263 rate ontrol

Bit Rate [kbps℄ 64

Peak=Mean frame size 5.48

Transport Layer Segment size L

TCP

[bytes℄ 1400

TCP header [bytes℄ 20

Network Layer L

bu�er

[segments℄ 10000

IP header [bytes℄ 20

Data Link Layer Paket size L

MAC

[bytes℄ 91

Baklog limit N

baklog

10000

Physial Layer Slot length �

frame

=

L

MAC

C

[ms℄ 10

number of Available Channels R 1, 3

Bit Rate C [kbps℄ 72.8

Spreading Gain 16, 32

Frame size [bits℄ 1023

FEC ode Payload [bits℄ 728

Redundant [bits℄ 295

Corretable errors 30

Wireless Link Bad state duration �

bad

[ms℄ 100

Good state duration �

good

[ms℄ 1000

Bad state p

err

1.0

Good state p

err

Improved Gaussian

Approximation

Simulation Con�dene Level CV 99%

Measure interval �

ti

[s℄ 10

4 Performane Evaluation

In this setion we disuss the system behavior for 64 kbps rate ontrolled H.263 enoded video. To

aommodate the overhead of the upper protool layers and some retransmissions we hose a bit
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rate of 72.8 kbps for the physial layer. (Note that the overprovisioning of the wireless hannels

allows even the sequential transmission sheme to perform retransmissions.) In Figure 4 we plot

the bu�er underrun rate as a funtion of the number of WTs for the SMPT approah (R

max

= 3)

and the sequential transmission approahes with single and double bit rate. The o�set value �

o�

is set to 0:5 se (on the left side) and 1:0 se (on the right side). For the �rst set of simulations

the spreading gain is set to 16. Even though the o�set value has a signi�ant impat on the bu�er

underrun rate, the two �gures reet the same overall behavior.
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Figure 5: Bu�er underrun rate 
 versus number of WTs for the SMPT approah (R

max

= 3) and

the sequential transmission approahes with single and double bit rate (G

Spreading

= 16)

First, we disuss the di�erenes between the sequential transmission and the SMPT approah.

The bu�er underrun rate for the sequential ase is nearly one order of magnitude larger than for

SMPT for a ertain range of the number of WTs (from 1 to 9). Within this range the bu�er

underrun rate is almost onstant. We refer to this range as operational phase. For more WTs, i.e.,

to the right of the operational phase the bu�er underrun rate inreases dramatially. Note, that the

operational phase of the sequential ase ontains one more WT (i.e., 9 WTs) than the operational

phase of the SMPT approah (whih is 1 to 8 WTs), but the user has to aept lower quality for

the sequential ase. The dramati inrease of the bu�er underrun rate is the result of an inreased

usage of CDMA hannels of all WTs, whih results in higher BEPs. Inreasing the number of WTs

further leads to a small derease in the bu�er underrun rate. This is aused by TCP mehanisms,

whih try to adapt to the hannel behavior. Heneforth, we onentrate on the operational phase,

where both approahes give aeptable results. For the given senario with 0:5 se (1:0 se) o�set

we observe for the operational phase that the average time between bu�er underruns is T


;seq

= 50

se (T


;seq

= 100 se) for the sequential and T


;SMPT

= 250 se (T


;SMPT

= 500 se) for the SMPT

approah. The reason for lower bu�er underrun rates is illustrated in Figure 6 where the bu�er

ontent versus time is depited for the sequential and the SMPT transmission mode. The bu�er

size is measured at one dediated WT. The �gure reets the stabilizing e�et of SMPT. Within the

investigated time interval no bu�er underrun takes plae for SMPT. On the other hand, the bu�er

ontent of the sequential transmission mode is highly variable and two bu�er underruns our. We

note that for illustration the o�set value, whih orresponds to the bu�er apaity at the reeiver

is set to 3 se in this sample path plot. (The exursions up to 3:5 se are due to the granularity of

the TCP segments.) For all the following �gures the o�set value is set to either 0:5 se or 1 se.

To show that the SMPT gain is not only due to the higher bit rates (bundling of CDMA
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Figure 6: Bu�er size for sequential and SMPT

transmission approah over 450ms
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Figure 7: Bu�er underrun rate 
 for the sequen-

tial and the SMPT transmission ap-

proah versus o�set values of 0:5 se

up to 6 se

hannels), we ompare the SMPT approah with a sequential transmission mode using double bit

rate

3

. The doubled bit rate is ahieved by reduing the spreading gain G. Note, that this is still a

SC{CDMA system. With the higher bit rate, we an send even two pakets within one time slot.

For eah paket we use the same oding approah as before. We observe from Figure 4 that for this

transmission mode with doubled bit rate, the average time between bu�er underruns is T


;seq

2
= 500

se; thus the improvement in the bu�er underrun rate is slightly higher than for SMPT. However,

the operational phase (apaity of the ell) is muh smaller than for the SMPT approah (�ve

video streams for doubled bit rate versus eight video streams with SMPT). To derease the bu�er

underrun rate further we ould inrease the o�set value �

o�

. The impat of the o�set value �

o�

is

given in Figure 7. We note, that higher o�set values require a a larger bu�er and introdue a larger

time shift between play{out time and reality. We observe that for the entire range of studied o�set

values �

off

, the bu�er underrun rate of SMPT is roughly one order of magnitude smaller than that

of the sequential transmission mode. Next, we investigate the apaity (i.e., the maximum number

of supported WTs in the operational phase) and the impat of the spreading gain. With a spreading

gain of 32 (instead of 16, as used before) the bu�er{underrun rate versus the number of WTs is

given for two di�erent o�set values in Figure 8. On the left side the o�set value is set to 0:5 se and

on the right side to 1:0 se. In this higher spreading gain senario, SMPT ahieves both a lower

bu�er{underrun rate and a higher apaity (21 video streams with SMPT versus 19 with sequential

mode, noting that the sequential mode has a bu�er underrun rate that is one order of magnitude

larger). The reason for this behavior is a larger multiplexing e�et on the wireless link. With a

spreading gain of G = 16 the BEP hanges from 10

�3

to 10

�1

in the range of three ative hannels,

while for G = 32 the range inreases to �ve WTs. With this larger range, a higher multiplexing

gain an be ahieved.

3

Even if we onsider higher bit rates, we assume that the Inter Symbol Interferene (ISI ) will not hange. This will

lead to better results for the higher bit rate senario.
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Figure 8: Bu�er underrun rate 
 versus number of WTs for the SMPT approah (R

max

=3) and the

sequential transmission approah (G

Spreading

= 32)

5 Conlusion and Outlook

We have studied the streaming of video using TCP as the transport protool in ellular CDMA{

based wireless systems. TCP has a number of desirable properties, suh as network stability and

fair bandwidth alloation, for the future Internet (both wired and wireless). Video streaming over

TCP, however, is generally known to give poor performane, espeially in wireless environments.

We have proposed a sheme that uses TCP to stream video in a MC{CDMA system. Our sheme

employs SimultaneousMAC Paket Transmission (SMPT ) to e�etively stabilize the wireless links.

This stabilizing e�et signi�antly improves the performane of TCP over the wireless links. We

found that our approah gives good results for rate ontrolled enoded video. For a given bu�er

underrun requirement (whih orresponds to a pre{spei�ed lient playbak starvation probability),

our SMPT approah inreases the number of supported streams in a ell by 60% in typial CDMA

senarios. We also observed that SMPT performs better with higher spreading gains. We note that

our streaming sheme preserves the isolation of the protool layers. Spei�ally, SMPT does not

require knowledge of any TCP parameters. Independently of the TCP operation, SMPT stabilizes

the throughput over the wireless link and thus signi�antly redues the probability that the TCP

round trip time out is exeeded. On a �nal note, all numerial experiments in this paper were

onduted for rate ontrolled enoded video, whih is typially less variable than video enoded

without any rate ontrol (i.e., open{loop enoded video). The peak{to{mean frame size ratio is

typially less than 4 { 5 for rate ontrolled video, while the peak{to{mean ratio of the frame sizes

may be up to 14 or even higher for open{loop enoded video. Our numerial experiments reported

in this paper indiate that the streaming of rate ontrolled enoded video over TCP gives good

performane when the stabilizing SMPT sheme is employed. We have also onduted extensive

numerial experiments (not given here beause of spae onstraints) for the streaming of open{loop

enoded video. We have found that the streaming of open{loop enoded video over TCP in wireless

systems gives generally poor performane, both without and even with SMPT. We attribute this

result to the limited ability of TCP to aommodate the highly variable open-loop enoded video

streams.
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